(JUST LIKE) STARTING OVER
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Freely A A+ Fm/A

Our life together is so precious to-
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gather. We have grown. We have grown.
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Although our love is still special,
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let's take a chance and fly away somewhere alone. It's
been too long since we took the time. No one's to blame. I know time flies so why can't we be mak-in' love nice and quick-ly! eas- y?

But it's when I see you, our dar-lin'. But it's when I see you, our dar-lin'.

Don't let another day go by.
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Why don't we take off a -
Am

lonelone...

D7

take a trip some-where far.

far a-way...

Em

We'll be to-geth-er all a-
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lone... a-gain, like we used to...
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Well, well, dar-lin'. It's

D/F#

E/G#
Our life together
is so precious
together.

We have grown.

We have grown.
Although our love is still special,

let's take a chance and fly away somewhere.

Repeat (vocal ad lib) and fade